The interpolation is then performed by means of Bessel's central difference interpolation formula (second degree) to produce a further &vi-sion of this interval by a factor of 8 SO that the 'decision field' is a two-dimensional 1/16-inch lpresented at the 44th Annual Meeting of the plotter pen instructions are generated on a 1/8-inch square grid for drawing contours between the 'high' and 'low' points in the field. The available variable control features include the selection of a particular contour and the contour interval t o be used. The contour programs include sufficient corrections to compensate for the dynamics of the plotter system with a specified electronic filter network.
1960.0 magnetic field. The magnetic field illustrated here is that computed by Jensen and of the ficld with a more complex map, in Figure  5 the Z-component contours have been plotted from the 512-term expansion of Jensen and Whitulcer [1960] . Comparing the chart of this higher-order expansion with Figure 3 shows that it is possible with this plotting system to illustrate much more detail than that contained in a 48-term expansion. That Figure 5 is not as detailed as the original 1955 Z charts (USN Hydrographic Office), from which the data for the original analysis were taken, is due primarily to the fact that this analysis utilized data at only 10" intervals in latitude and longitude. This additional smoothing could not have occurred in the contouring, since the plotting system utilized a grid of 2145 points, whereas the original analysis b y Jensen and Whitaker only employed approximately 614 observed values of 2. With this particular grid system it should be possible to represent spherical harmonic expansions of the field containing more than the 512 coefficients used. Of course, the possible map detail is limited only by the input data and scale of the map being used, so that any degree of detail can be represented by suitably expanding the scale and plotting the map by sections.
Magnetic variations.
This technique of automatic plotting has also been investigated for the illustration of the time variations in the field as well as the main field itself. This application is illustrated here only by the representation of the quiet solar daily variations S,. Figure 6 plots an idealized ionospheric current system computed by M. Sugiura (private communication)
from a set of harmonic coefficients [Chapman and Bartels, 19401 representing the averaged quiet field variations at the equinoxes. Although this particular representation was produced from analytic functioiis, it is likely that the system will be adaptable t o the illustration of worldwide magnetic variations on a synoptic basis either by representative ionospheric current stream functions or simply b y contouring changes in specific components as abstracted from magnetic variometer records.
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